PREPARE FOR
YOUR DOG
SHOOT
Keep this quick list ready on your phone to
help you remember what to bring along to
your shoot
by Baron Bratby

1

WATER BOWL
While we have water and indeed bowls it is comforting to
your pet if thre are some familiar things around they are
used to.

2

GROOMING KIT
You will want to have your pet looking there very best, so
remember to pack your usual grooming tools for that odd
tidy up berfore and during your session

3

BEST COLLAR AND LEAD
If you need a lead to keep control, or want the collar to be
part of the session make sure to bring their 'Sunday Best'.
You will be looking at these lovely images for years to come
and small detals can make all the difference.

4

TREATS
For some dogs life revolves around those treats and you
know better than anyone what it is your dog loves. But keep
them tucked away until asked. Your photographer will let
you know when is the right time to bring them out.

5

CLOTHES
If you are one of those who loves to sometimes dress your
dog up (and your dog is complaint of course!)it can be fun to
bring along that hat or jacked. Just make sure it fits and
your dog does not protest or get stressed over this.

6

MEDICATION
A portrait shoot can take both dog and owner out of their
routine. So if either normally take medication around the
time of the session make sure to pack it.

7

EXERCISE
For older dogs it may be a case of keeping them rested.
For others leave time to have a good walk before your
session so they are not over excited.

8

DON'T FORGET YOU!
Finally make sure you are drssed to take part in at least one
or two photos. Even if you are determined not to have your
face in it the owners feet and legs in the picture may add that
extra touch
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